
un-doku

Yes! You have fi nished the fi rst chapter. How easy 

was that? Reading is fun when you are good at 

it. Now here is your fi rst reward for being a great 

reader. It is your fi rst End of Chapter Reward.

This one is a puzzle. It is a puzzle called an Un-

doku. It is just like a Sudoku puzzle, but it is about 

the Undys. That is why I have called it an Un-doku. 

I have made three Un-dokus for you, but fi rst 

here is a fi nished one to show you how to do them . . .

You also have to make sure every row has all the 
different letters of UNDY in it. Rows are the 

squares going from left to right.

In this Un-doku you have to get all the letters of 
UNDY into each column – columns are the four 
squares going from top to bottom. The letters of 
UNDY can be any way around, like NDYU or DYUN, 
but they all have to be there.

And you have to make sure all the 
letters of UNDY are also inside every 
box of four squares in each corner. 



It looks tough, but you are clever. You will work it out. 

Here is one for you to fi ll in. First, work out what the four 

letters are, then fi ll in the gaps. Here is a clue to help 

you: The letters make up a very excellent name.

The four letters of this Un-doku make the word _ _ _ _ .

Here is another Un-doku. These four letters make 

up a name as well, but it is not quite as excellent 

as the last name. The four letters of this Un-doku 

make the word _ _ _ _ .

Now, here is your last Un-doku. This one is extra 
tricky. The letters do NOT make up the word UNDY, 
even though they look like they should. Here is a 
very important clue. The letters make up a word 
that is about Aunty Faber and how she embarrassed 
me and Dad. The four letters of this Un-doku make 
the word _ _ _ _ .

Now it is time to get back to my story. In the next 
chapter, Dad and I start our exciting new job as 
mannies for the Silvas. 


